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VadimNekrasov

Moscow, Russia

I think, it is a best place in Ao Nang for this price! Very green and quiet 

area. I love such style of houses (big windows, a lot of light in the rooms 

when i need it). Very friendly owners. We stayed there more than half 

year, and wanted to stay there longer, but some circumstances forced to 

leave Thailand. I hope to return there again!

Ally_id

Moscow, Russia

The house in absolutely lovely and tastefully furnishied. Beautiful, quiet 

neighborhood. Very relaxing atmosphere. Daisy and Pradit are perfect 

hosts. They are very friendly, helpful and kind. The made my stay easy 

and comfortable. I would recommend this place to anyone who is gonna 

explore Krabi!

AdaMetal

St. Petersburg, Russia

Google Translation : "The best house in Thailand! " Cozy and bright 

house with excellent design interiors, surrounded by a magnificent 

garden. The place is quiet and peaceful. Wonderful hosts willing to help, 

always and everywhere. The beach is far away, but here you can take a 

motorbike or bicycle rental. Houses in great demand, so it is necessary to 

book in advance.
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gijs2015

Netherlands

The Nature House is the perfect place if you are looing for peace in a quit 

and green part of Ao Nang. Situated in a nice and green private garden 

the new house style resort is very tastefully decorated and has all the 

furniture and equipment you might need for a short or long stay, like a 

big fridge with freezer compartment for your ice cubes, cooking plate and 

utensils, Satelite TV, DVD player, execllent WIFI connection and so on, 

spacy bathroom and bedroom with a king size double bed. Luandry 

services around the corner. It's recommended to rent a motorbike and/or 

bike from the owners to explore the beautiful surroundings of Krabi and 

to take you to the beach of your choing. The owner are super friendly and 

are always ready to help if needed and give you the feeling you are at 

home. Although Ao Nanang is a real tourist destination, is still has that 

laid back atmosphere There is a lot of choice in restaurants, 

supermarkets, and travel agents and it's easy to book snorkel, dive, or 1 

or more day's trips to many destinations. We have stayed here for 2 times 

and would certainly like to come back again For more information about 

The Nature House look at the website www.krabinaturehouse.com

Shavasti

London, United Kingdom

One could not wish for me. Wonderful owners, helpful, friendly. Well 

furnished,good internet, quality bed. I can simply only say good thing 

about my stay. I felt welcomed as a friend and family member, nothing 

was too much trouble. Simply very kind people and a very decent home 

to stay in.
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